3D reconstruction work has chiefly focused on the accuracy of reconstruction results in computer vision, and efficient 3D functional camera system has been of interest in the field of mobile camera as well. The optimal sampling density, referred to as the minimum sampling rate for 3D or high-dimensional signal reconstruction, is proposed in this paper. There have been many research activities to develop an adaptive sampling theorem beyond the Shannon-Nyquist Sampling Theorem in the areas of signal processing, but sampling theorem for 3D imaging or reconstruction is an open challenging topic and crucial part of our contribution in this paper. We hence propose an approach to sampling rate (lower / upper bound) determination to recover 3D objects (surfaces) represented by a set of circular light patterns, and the criterion for a sampling rate is formulated using geometric characteristics of the light patterns overlaid on the surface. The proposed method is in a sense a foundation for a sampling theorem applied to 3D image processing, by establishing a relationship between frequency components and geometric information of a surface.
INTRODUCTION
3D Imaging research has been extensively performed since a few decades in the areas of computer vision, image processing and pattern recognition for diverse applications. In 3D reconstruction, a number of methods have been proposed for the problem and the passive (Kolev et al., 2014) and the active ( (Geng, 2011) , (Lei et al., 2013) ) methods have been widely applied in practice. Both methods are based on establishing a geometrical relationship of high dimensional signal (or 3D object points) and a low dimensional one (or 2D image projected on the image plane). Readers also can refer to about recent research of the passive and the active methods and a hybrid method that combines the passive and the active method for the further improvement on the quality of the 3D reconstruction results ( (Chan et al., 2008) , (Song et al., 2014) ). Consider f ∈ R 3 and f ′ ∈ R 2 , the problem is to then recover f from given information of f ′ , where f ′ is determined by a transformation P , such that
where P is usually a projection operator (Faugeras et al., 2001) , and the operator yields an approximately perfect reconstruction of f . In the field of image processing and computer vision, the general principle space in passive methods is triangulation using two or more 2D image planes generated from a number of cameras. The relative geometric relationship between image planes located at different positions and a target object in 3D domain, and a successful correspondence matching results provide sufficient information required to recover 3D coordinates of an object surface. The passive methods, however, sometimes fails high quality reconstruction results because there exists a inherent limitation and disadvantages due to the occlusion problem, low textured surface, high computational complexity of the correspondence matching, etc. To alleviate the limitations of the passive method, active method using structured light patterns has been employed for 3D reconstruction . The active method, an alternative to the passive methods, also solves the reconstruction problems based on the geometrical relationship between the components (optical center, 3D points on the surface, location of a light source) by replacing one camera with a light source generating structured light patterns. It is obvious that data acquisition procedure and efficient use of data is crucial in reconstruction work in both passive and active methods. To achieve this efficiency, reconstruction is closely related to sampling rate represented as the optimal number of light patterns. This paper proposes an approach to a sampling theorem for high dimensional signals and a sampling rate de-478 termination for structured light 3D imaging applications. In particular, we determine the lower and the upper bound criterion of a sampling rate for the reconstruction using structured circular light patterns. The active method on the basis of circular structured light patterns provides simple, efficient reconstruction algorithm, and the active method (Geng, 2011) , in general, achieve accurate reconstruction result in contrast to the passive method. Once we have one dimensional continuous signal, we are interested in the minimum sampling rate ( f s ) which is represented as f s = 2 f max or the maximum sampling interval (T max ). Akin to 1D signal, once fully reconstructed, the surface which is a (image) signal of interest, represented as 3D Euclidean coordinates (triangle meshes composed of vertices and faces), is considered a continuous signal, which yields a natural question about an optimal number of circular light patterns necessary for reconstruction of surfaces. The spatial sampling density (or sampling rate), is defined as the minimum number of circular patterns to be projected on a surface. The minimum number of circular patterns leads to the maximum sampling interval between neighboring circular patterns. Determination of the minimum number of the patterns is proposed in this paper. The sampling rate determination in the field of 3D reconstruction using the structured light pattern has not gained much attention in contrast to the research for improving accuracy of reconstruction itself. In this paper, the sampling rate is ultimately obtained from the spatial maximum frequency component which is closely related to geometric characteristics of an object surface. This paper proposes the approach to derivation of the upper and the lower bound of a sampling rate for the surface reconstruction and the simulations results are also shown to verify the proposed approaches.
SAMPLING RATE
This section details the derivation of the minimum sampling rate which leads to sufficient representation of 3D characteristics of a target object surface. This paper uses curvature information to determine the minimum sampling rate, and frequency components of the surface is derived by establishing a relationship between curvature and frequency. Intuitively, required number of circular patterns is determined by geometric surface shape, for instance, larger number of the patterns is required for the surface which has frequent variation of a surface shape. As previously stated, surface shape deforms a set of concentric circular patterns. In other words, deformation can be represented quantitatively by measuring curvatures of the patterns projected onto the surface (i.e., original circle has a constant curvature, but the curvatures are not constant in deformed circles). These curvatures can lead to developing a sampling criterion for a surface reconstruction if the relationship between spatial frequency components and curvature information is established. This section establishes the relationship to achieve sampling rate determination. In practice, given small amount geometric information (i.e., highest curvature that is corresponding to a point of highest variation in the surface), sampling rate is directly determined and leads to efficient reconstruction (approximate geometric reconstruction) system. In this paper, we assume that we are given the initial number of circular patterns that are sufficient to represent 3D object (i.e., oversampled) to theoretically derive a sampling criterion for a surface reconstruction. Once 3D coordinates of a surface are provided, we denote the surface and the discretely sampled surface (sampled by N concentric circular patterns) by S w and S 3 , represented as
where where i and j respectively index the number of points in each patterns, and the pattern's position (Fig. 1) . Since the present work aims at deriving the minimum number of the patterns, this paper chiefly deals with pattern-wise sampling rather than pointwise sampling under the assumption that M is sufficiently large. Fig. 2 , we view j = 1, 2, . . . , N as a time index, and the signal of interest is given by
Figure 2: Indices of the location of each curve alternatively represented as time t to introduce a concept of a frequency component of a surface.
in the continuous time and
where ω = 2π f , is a radian frequency. If we assume that S 1 (t) is bandlimited, has a finite energy (squaresummable or square-intergrable in Lebesgue's sense) (Unser, 2000) and is sampled at the points t n = nT , then S 1 (t) can be reconstructed with an appropriate T as follows :
where '⋆' denotes the convolution operator, t can be a time or a index of a sample (e.g., sampled pattern in Fig. 1 , and ϕ 1 (t) and ϕ 2 (t) are orthogonal basis functions,
where '<, >' is an L 2 inner product operation and δ(t) is the Dirac delta function. ϕ 1 (t) and ϕ 2 (t) are selected appropriately to solve the reconstruction problem and are ideal lowpass filters in this paper (i.e. sinc function) ( (Higgins, 2003) , (Jerri, 1977) , (Mallat, 1989) , (Papoulis, 1977) , (Unser, 2000) ). The reconstruction process then can be written as
where sinc(ω 0 (t − nT )) = sin(ω 0 (t − nT ))/ω 0 (t − nT ) is a sinc function. Recovery of S 1 (t) from S 1 (nT ) is perfectly conducted by sampling the points from S 1 (t), or by selecting an appropriate sampling frequency f s , where f s = 1/T . Akin to determining the sampling frequency for a 1D signal, our reconstruction of a surface, S 3 (t) will seek the maximal frequency component f max , and this approach can be applied to any type of signals. We assume that the signal of interest S 3 (t) is bandlimited or pre-processed by appropriate filters (Eldar and Pohl, 2009 ). The sampling rate f s provides a sufficient criterion for a geometric signal recovery, and it is defined in the unit arc length or pixel. The minimum number of circular patterns N s for the reconstruction is simply obtained as follows :
where N is the initial number of circular patterns projected onto the surface to extract 3D coordinates, and N s is the minimum number of patterns to reconstruct the surface. In the experiments with synthetic data, we initially determine N which can fully reconstruct (or represent) 3D geometric information of a target object surface.
Sampling Rate using the Two-Third Power Law
Quantifying a surface shape is tantamount to extracting sufficient geometric information (e.g., tangent vectors, curvatures, etc.) from a surface. To that end, curvature, the first derivative of a tangent vector, is geometric information for estimating spatial frequency components, and the curvature is better to describe geometric properties of 3D object because it is viewpoint invariant. The Two-Third Power Law (Lee and Krim, 2011) , proposed by Paolo Viviani (Lacquaniti et al., 1983) explains a relationship between an absolute angular velocity and curvature for constrained movements (Fig. 3) . In this method, the constrained movement of points comprises a curve, from which we can estimate an angular velocity and curvature of a curve composed of points. In Fig. 3 , r is an Euclidean distance from the reference point to any point P, − → T is a tangent vector, and κ is a curvature based on an osculating circle where radius is R, and V is an angular velocity which satisfies the following equations (de'Sperati C and P, 1997):
V (t) = r(t)ω = 2πr(t) f , where K depends on the movement duration, called a velocity gain, α and β are parameters (α, β ∈ R). Given R(t), and r(t), recall that our purpose here is to estimate the maximal frequency component, f max , Eq. (12) is rewritten as follows :
Eq. (13) hence yields the maximal frequency component and a sampling frequency estimation based on a Nyquist rate :
Having established the algorithm for a spatial sampling frequency estimation, sampling rate for 3D object surface is considered. Extended to a 3-dimensional signal, projected circular patterns on a surface have two tangential vectors (Fig. 5) . Hence, two curvature components (κ 1i j and κ 2i j ), the first derivative of tangential vectors, T 1i j and T 2i j are defined at P i j with respect to the arc length. For a 3D signal (i.e., surface), at any point P i j , if two orthogonal tangent vectors are selected, then two corresponding curvatures are defined as well. We can hence acquire the frequency components corresponding to κ 1i j and κ 2i j , respectively, and The Two-Thirds Power Law for a 3D surface may also be written as : where R 1i j and R 2i j are 1/κ 1i j and 1/κ 2i j , respectively, and M is the number of points on each curve and N is the number of curves (patterns) on the surface. To determine the minimum sampling rate (2 × max( f i j )) consistent with the Nyquist Rate, the maximum frequency component, max( f i j ) is required, and we define max( f i j ) as
Using the relationship between the frequency component, f i j and the corresponding r i j , the maximum frequency is calculated. Prior to measuring the global maximum f i j , local maximum sup( f 1i j ) and sup( f 2i j ) should be acquired, and each of which satisfies the following,
(19) Prior to the measurement of curvatures and r i j 's of all the points of the deformed circular patterns, a normalization of data points is carried out. The normalization yields the determination of the intrinsic characteristics of each curve projection on the surface.
Proposed Sampling Rate Determination
In case of any dimensional signal, sampling rate can be determined using curvature information. Using a Fourier Series, any signal can be represented as a combination of sinusoidal signal. Based on the principle of Fourier Series, a signal (or a curve) can ba represented as α(t) = [t, cos ωt],where ω is a frequency component of a signal. Once α(t) is determined, we use the following information to estimate a curvature:
For any regular curves, curvature is defined as (Oprea, 2007) 
where α = α(t), × represents the outer product between two vectors. To achieve the minimum sampling rate, we do not have to measure all curvature or frequency information. Because a maximal frequency component contributes to the minimum sampling rate. Thus, we represent the target signal as just
If we use circular patterns each of which has a radius R(t) = t, z(t) can be represented as a combination of sinusoidal signals, and ω can be a dominant frequency component, α(t) = [t, cosωt] is sufficient representation. Curvature can be written as
Then, κ is bounded by 0 ≤ κ ≤ ω 2 and the frequency component can be written as
Since κ is any curvature value,
Although this approach is very simple and straightforward, we only have minimum bound of a frequency component, which is a drawback of the direct method.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Having established representations for colored and geometric faces, a sampling criterion determines the minimum number of curves (patterns) to reconstruct surfaces. Using the algorithms proposed above, the sampling rate of the surface is shown in Table. I. 7 3D face models are used and they are composed of vertices and faces. The estimated minimum sampling rate, N s , derived from algorithms in the previous sections, for 5 real face models and 2 synthetic ones, are shown in Table. I. As shown in Table. I, for instance, 147 circular patterns are projected onto the target 3D face and the reconstruction is carried out. Once reconstructed with 147 patterns, the minimum number of the patterns is derived based on Eq.s 19 and 25, and try to achieve reasonable reconstruction result that does not have significant loss of information
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, sampling rate determination for 3D reconstruction using structured light patterns has been discussed. To the best of our knowledge, sampling rate determination has not been of much interest in the areas of computer vision and 3D imaging. Although there have been extensive research about accurate 3D reconstruction, the efficient reconstruction employing sampling theorem in 1D signal has been little investigated. The proposed approach is very efficient and simple from practical perspectives only by using curvature information defined in facial curves that are projected light patterns. In practice, there also have been extensive research about face recognition using facial curves and our approach also can be used for efficient 3D face recognition work. Deformation of a projected light pattern is important key to a reconstruction and a sampling rate determination in this paper. Although many works about reconstruction have been done, this is very challenging work to use a circular pattern and to analyze a relationship of deformation of a 2D and a 3D image. In aspect of efficiency, the optimal sampling rate was induced from a curvature estimation. Before determining sampling rate, we estimated curvatures of set of curves on the 3D object. 3D curves are exactly mapped to 2D curves and these are topologically equivalent to each other. The highest curvature or the biggest distorted light pattern on 3D surface is shown as the biggest distorted curve on 2D image. This implies that values of curvature on 3D are also mapped to the values of curvature on 2D image. Since a curvature estimation is a method of es- timation of curves' shape, we used average curvature of each curve in each unit space. So, curvature information can tell us the characteristic of curves which is matched to signal function. Given a maximal curvature variation, we could find the sampling rate and determined the number of light patterns to be projected for reliable 3D surface reconstruction. In addition, we have presented an alternative algorithm to determine the sampling rate of a surface (or defining the minimum number of light patterns to be projected on a surface whose maximal curvatures may be known) subjected to an active light source probing. Such a rate, in turn plays a key role in the efficient representation of a surface and its subsequent reconstruction from these patterns. While our primary application of interest lies in the area of biometrics and face modeling, the two-thirds-based sampling criterion may be exploited in many different settings where surface representation and sampling are of interest (e.g. surface archiving). Although our sampling rate does not recover the surface perfectly as the Shannon-Nyquist Sampling Rate does for 1D signals, the sampling criterion we proposed does not show a considerable information loss to be recognized. In the future, there are some technical issues to be considered -quantifying the algorithm efficiency (i.e. computational complexity) and the reconstruction accuracy compared to the previous methods is needed.
